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Starting from known identities in density-functional theory, it is shown that for finite electronic systems the
density functionalsEc
l@r# andTc
l@r# can be expanded in terms of powers of the classical moments^xqyrzsr&
of the electron density, with the expansion coefficients of the two series related in a simple way. For neutral
atoms and coupling constantl51, two-term universal linear expansions are demonstrated to be reasonably
accurate: Ec@r#520.1659̂r& ln Z10.000 40̂rr&Z and Tc@r#50.1659̂r& ln Z20.000 80̂rr&Z, whereZ is













Important quantities in the density-functional theory
the electronic structure areTc
l@r#, the excess of the true tota
kinetic energy over the kinetic energy of the correspond
noninteracting system,Ec
l@r#, the sum ofTc
l@r# and the
nonclassical part of the electron-electron repulsion, andl,
the coupling parameter in the electron repulsion part of
Hamiltonian. Tc
l@r# andEc










A major difficulty in density-functional theory is the de
termination ofTc and Ec , and a host of papers have be
written on this subject. Here we shall develop some of
promise of three basic formulas that relateTc and Ec as




















Previously@2#, for finite systems we studied these equatio





^rk&. In the present paper, we propose use of the sim
classical electrostatic moments^xqyrzsr&, or for spherical
atoms just̂ r pr&.
II. EXPANSIONS IN MOMENTS
First, let us consider the equation one gets by functiona
















is the correlation potential. The last term in Eq.~4! is the
second-order quantity
E dr1r~r1!r1•“1 d2Ecl@r#dr~r !dr~r1! ~6!
and is hopefully small. If we assume spherical symmetry a








of which the solution is immediate,
yc
l5Alp11r p, ~8!
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bination of solutions is a solution. Hence we obtain, a

















This last formula givesEc@r# as a linear combination of th
classical electrostatic moments of the electron density. F





At this point thep values need not be integer. The consta
Ap are yet to be determined.
This procedure can be iterated, to give a series of hie
chical equations@3,4#, of which Eq. ~4! is the first. Taking
the functional derivative of Eq.~4! with respect to the den
sity gives the second equation of the hierarchy. Neglec
the third-order functional derivative ofEc
l yields an equation




























We now have a linear combination of the moments and th
squares. Continuing, the next equation of the hierar
brings in the third powers, and so on. The final results, up


















































K S p1 1kDApk^r pr&k. ~22!
ConstantsApk are yet to be determined.
If the system is not spherically symmetrical, the formul















K S q1 1kD S r 1 1kD S s1 1kDAqrsk̂ xqyrzsr&k,
~24!
with various relations amongAqrsk if any symmetry is
present.
While we have employed a hierarchical procedure
differentiate, truncate, and solve; repeat—to arrive at
above formulas, we need not have. For a simple guess
any quantity^xqyrzsr& or ^r pr& satisfies Eqs.~1! or ~2! is
readily verified by direct substitution in Eq.~1! or Eq. ~2!.
That is, every one of Eqs.~9!, ~12!, ~16!, and~19! is a solu-
tion of Eq. ~1!, and correspondingly for theTc formulas.
Other solutions of Eqs.~1! and~2! might exist. Neverthe-
less, Eqs.~21! and~22! may suffice because of the vast num
ber of terms in them.
III. FIRST-ORDER APPROXIMATIONS FOR ATOMS
AccurateEc and Tc values are sorely needed, for atom
and molecules, so that the equations above can be ex
sively tested. We confine ourselves here to the neutral at
H through Ar, for which reasonably good values are ava
able for bothEc @5# andTc @6#.
Several factors argue for first trying the simple linear e
pansions in the moments^r&, ^rr&, etc. This is the simples
thing to try. It is the only expansion of the ones we ha
given that is size consistent. It is the only one that is hom
geneous of degree one in the density@7,8#. So we set out to




What we hope is that these formulas can fit the data w
with universal valuesA0 and A1 . They do not. However,
some scaling and other arguments, given in Sec. IV bel
in
PRA 59 1133EXPANSION OF THE DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL ENERGY . . .TABLE I. Accurate and fitted values of the correlation energyEc and its kinetic componentTc for first 18
neutral atoms. AccurateEc andTc values are from Refs.@5# and @6#, respectively. The three parameters
Ref. @2# are refitted. See footnote for the fitted parameters. Atomic units.
Atom Ec Tc Ec Present fit
a Tc Present fit
b Ec Ref. @2#
c Tc Ref. @2#
d
H 0 0 0.000 6 20.001 2 20.023 9 0.006 6
He 20.042 0.0374 20.021 5 0.020 0 20.068 1 0.045 6
Li 20.051 0.0421 20.048 6 0.042 5 20.081 5 0.044 6
Be 20.093 0.0710 20.082 0 0.072 2 20.119 2 0.066 3
B 20.129 0.0977 20.119 7 0.106 0 20.162 5 0.103 3
C 20.161 0.1247 20.160 9 0.143 7 20.209 1 0.146 6
N 20.188 0.1547 20.205 0 0.184 4 20.256 7 0.192 9
O 20.261 0.2074 20.251 2 0.226 8 20.303 5 0.239 0
F 20.322 0.2601 20.299 6 0.271 5 20.351 0 0.286 2
Ne 20.376 0.3028 20.349 8 0.318 2 20.398 7 0.334 0
Na 20.401 0.3304 20.389 2 0.341 3 20.413 7 0.337 6
Mg 20.452 0.3622 20.435 1 0.376 0 20.449 1 0.356 8
Al 20.491 0.402 20.480 9 0.409 4 20.486 3 0.385 2
Si 20.527 0.436 20.530 8 0.449 5 20.530 8 0.423 9
P 20.559 0.483 20.582 9 0.492 8 20.577 6 0.467 7
S 20.629 0.541 20.635 6 0.536 2 20.623 3 0.510 1
Cl 20.689 0.597 20.690 1 0.582 1 20.671 0 0.557 5
Ar 20.744 0.663 20.745 9 0.629 8 20.719 0 0.605 4
Residue 0.000 187 0.000 242 0.000 873 0.000 630
aEc520.165 69N ln Z10.000 401Z^rr&.



















suggest introducing the atomic numbersZ ~themselves func-
tionals of the density! into the formulas, by settingA0
5C0 ln Z andA15C1Z:
Ec@r#5C0 ln Z^r&1C1Z^rr& ~27!
and
Tc@r#52C0 ln Z^r&22C1Z^rr&. ~28!
The results are very good, as given in Table I and exhib
in Fig. 1. Hartree-Fock densities@9# are used in the calcula
tions of^rr&; ^r& is of course the number of electronsN. The
fit with C0520.1657 andC150.000 40 is better than th
earlier linear fits in the quantitieŝr&, ^r2/3&, ^r1/3& @2#.
IV. DISCUSSION
There is a good argument for expandingEc and Tc in
terms of the moments, either as in Eqs.~13! and~14! or as in
the more complex Eqs.~20! and ~22!. The moments deter
mine the density, by the classical theory of determination
a density from moments@10#, and the density determine
everything, by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. Therefore,
moments determine everything. What is more, the formu
we have obtained, in terms of moments, arise naturally fr
the basic exact Eqs.~1!–~3!, as we have shown. The reaso
for preferring the linear forms of Eqs.~13! and ~14! were
given above.
The rationale for the factorZ in the second terms of Eqs




for an atom when one transformsr into Zr ~as in the tradi-
tional 1/Z expansion method!. We offer three arguments fo
the factor lnZ in the first terms of Eqs.~27! and ~28!: ~1!
The hydrogenlike system has lnr53 lnZ1other terms. Real
atomic densities are piecewise exponentially decaying an
FIG. 1. Curves of the true and fittedEc and Tc results vs the
atomic numberZ. The solid line is the fittedEc results and the
dashed line is the fittedTc results. The accurateEc andTc data from
Refs.@5,6# are in symbolsl andj, respectively. The fitted equa










1134 PRA 59SHUBIN LIU, ÁGNES NAGY, AND ROBERT G. PARRin a sense hydrogenlike@11#. Ec and Tc are linked to the
density through Eqs.~1! and ~2!. ~2! The classical high-
density formula forEc for a uniform gas has a leading ter
proportional to lnrs, and lnrs for an exponentially decaying
normalized density will contain a term proportional to lnZ.
An atom has fairly large density at the nucleus and fa
small r s; there r s(0)'0.72Z
21. ~3! Very recent work by
March and co-workers@12# argues that a termZ ln Z may
enter the correlation energy formula for a high density, la
N, Thomas-Fermi atom.e
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